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Abstract—This study focused on data analytics to support the
Seidenberg School of Pace University’s Career Services Office.
Furthermore, the insights gained by Career Services informs,
and potentially speeds, the decision cycle for the Seidenberg’s
Curriculum Committee, which at the time of the research was
described as a multi-year cycle that leads to new degrees and
courses approved and placed in the university catalog. Programs
being offered at Seidenberg constantly adapt in order to meet
the ever changing technology market, in particular, for the needs
of the employers that screen and ultimately hire these technology
graduates. For graduating students entering the technology
marketplace and aspiring to land a leading edge position in
the highest paid openings, the race is in full throttle. How do
people identify top keywords in this fast moving marketplace?
This research delivered a utility using data science to visualize
these keywords, in order of value, so that strategic decisions can
be made by Pace University.

Index Terms—Data Science, Cybersecurity, Software Engineer-
ing, Keywords

I. INTRODUCTION

As recently as January 2020, a Masters in Computer Science
was the most sought after degree for a highly paid Data
Science job. By August 2020, the demand of potential em-
ployers was for specific roles or skill sets, otherwise known
as keywords, that described the desired data science skills
in a more granular manner. The result was that instead of
“computer science” as a general term, potential employers
more highly valued “data engineering”. The school is flexible,
so within months it launched its new MS in Data Science
[1] that included hot new topics in Artificial Intelligence,
as well as new MS degrees in Enterprise Analytics. The
student researcher co-authors on this team were not offered
these degree offerings which became available as of mid-
2020, because when they entered Seidenberg, although the job
openings were increasing, and the school responded to the shift
the programs were not approved yet to be included as a degree.
Both current students in university, and knowledge workers
in IT employment worldwide, face the same challenge: how
to react to the ever changing technology marketplace. The
way information technology people address this is by short
sprints of energy - like the “sprints” of Agile software devel-
opment [5] - to earn recognition that can be translated into
the specific human language, terms of art, used by human
resources professionals – headhunters. These terms of art are

Fig. 1. Most Popular Skills from Indeed.com. [6]

“tags” or “keywords” that have high recognition factor and
open increased opportunities for employment if referenced
in applicant job portals (i.e. LinkedIn, Indeed - see Figure
1). The recruitment process is partially systemic, companies
are using Applicant Tracking Systems (ATS), which support
recruiters in managing the requisition-to-hire process for the
top technology firms globally. These systems recognize the
emerging technology workforce credentials as keywords, and
once enough keywords match in the pre-candidate phase, CVs
enter the source pool and is further assessed, whether through
an interview or an assessment technical test, and candidate is
eventually selected and hired.

These keywords are more significant when they are used by
the largest companies, such as Google, reference Figure 2.

A. Keywords Insights In Data Science

In 2020, a Data Scientist is one of the most sought after and
lucrative jobs in Information Technology. It marries Math and



Fig. 2. Keywords for Google Hires

Statistics, with Machine Learning. Companies are increasingly
becoming aware that ’Data’ is an asset, and are in dire need
for data professionals to help them analyze and interpret the
data collected. For companies this means having a competitive
edge over competitors. Furthermore, in certain industries such
as banking, governmental regulatory agencies have published
heightened expectations on how data should be collected,
aggregated, and reported, therefore further driving a need in
the job market for Data Scientists.

If a student- regardless of where they are located
geographically- with a technology background were to decide
to broaden their career path into the Data Science field and
seek a position, such as Data Scientist, Data Engineer, Data
Analyst, they would need to acquire the necessary skills, and
badges or certificates that are associated with the top keywords
(see Fig 3) such as the IBM Data Science Professional
Certificate,etc to appeal to recruiters.

Fig. 3. Indeed’s Top Keywords for Data Scientists. [6]

How does one identify current skills, badges, or certifi-
cate trends in this fast moving marketplace? Our research
developed a utility tool to visualize these trends/keywords,

to support students as they seek employment through Career
Services. Pace will also use this research as a baseline for
making strategic decisions about future program offering.

Acquiring such niche skills results in higher salaries and
targets opening opportunities. Understanding and referencing
the right keywords for the skills needed, for instance Big Data,
Python, Structured Query Language (SQL), etc. is fundamental
in being successful.

Opportunities for Data Scientists are increasing: in the
Q2’2020 Dice Tech Job Report, Data Engineer was listed as
one of the top 25 occupations in the quarter (see Fig 2) to have
an increase of 51% in job postings. In a recent article with
Medium, Patrick Harrington, Ph.D. — Co Founder and Chief
Data Scientist for Paysa, states that the top job skill keywords
correlate to software engineer, engineering manager, and data
scientist [10].

B. Keywords Insights In Software Engineering
The Software Engineering industry has grown exponentially

faster than the average for other industries in the last decade.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the software
engineering industry is believed to continue to grow at this
pace by 2026. Companies are seeking the talents of software
engineers to develop their own computer-driven processes.
This Research performs data mining on technology keywords
in leading job portals provide real time insights of job market.
This helps Pace University plan and come up with strategic
decisions for managers and career service offices.

Organizations are now realizing the potential of Artificial
intelligence (AI) to transform the way industries conduct their
businesses as the global AI market will reach over $190 billion
by 2025. According to sources like Juniper Research, the
mobile MR market could reach more than $43 billion by as
early as 2024.

Fig. 4. Software Engineering Full Stack Developer Keywords. [6]

Software engineering is a dynamic profession. A student
with interest in pursuing a career in Software Engineering,
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Software Developer, System Architecture, Software Architec-
ture, System Administrator, needs to demonstrate that they
have the necessary skills to write good code that is concise,
readable, testable, performant including adopting to various
frameworks (i.e. Agile, DevOps,etc.). Professional IT cer-
tifications are requested by most employers in lieu of an
undergraduate degree in Computer Science or Mathematics.
Professional certification(s) from Microsoft, Amazon Web
Services (AWS), etc can improve a resume and make it stand
out from other candidates.

C. Keywords Insights In CyberSecurity

Fig. 5. Career Karma’s Top Cybersecurity Skills

The demand for security specialists keeps increasing rapidly
however, the supply is not meeting the demand. According to
Cyberseek, there is a cybersecurity workforce of about 923,000
people in the United States. Additionally, there are about
508,000 cybersecurity roles waiting to be filled within both
the public and private sectors. [4]. 508,000 empty seats in the
workforce becomes alarming as breaches continue to intensify
throughout the years and valuable data is compromised. In
March 2020, it was estimated by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation that $140 million USD was paid out by victims.

Although the need for cyberSecurity related roles are at
abundance, the regulations and requirements to fit these roles
remain in effect, hence the low supply for this demand.
Because of the level of sensitivity and skill, employers are
looking to hire only qualified candidates. According to Cy-
bersecurity Guide, 50% of cybersecurity positions require at
least one certification [3].

Cyberseek lists the most sought-after job titles to be Cyber-
security Engineer, Analyst, etc [4].

Business News Daily, announced the top certifications in the
cyberSecurity job market today to be, Certified Ethical Hacker,
Certified Information Security Manager (CISM),etc [13].

In addition, Cyberseek breaks down the top skills and
certifications required for different roles within the respective
cybersecurity field. Some of the topmost common certifica-
tions across the board are CISSP, CompTIA Security+, etc.
[4].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

There is a substantial gap between the reality of artificial
intelligence (AI) in human resource (HR) management, as
referenced by researcher Cappelli [2]”, so any minor ad-
vancement in AI is a building block for the future in the
field. Cappelli’s research acknowledges a series of challenges:
complexity , availability of small data sets, limits the ability
to explore how AI can make a substantial contribution to the
effectiveness of the most important branch in HR. AI makes
use of text analytics such as our research in keywords.

Research performed by USAJobs, a federal job portal,
suggests that the success or failure of a resume is based
on the strategic use of keywords. They are the ”foundation
for conveying a candidate’s value to capture the attention”
of hiring managers. As well as conveying VALUE through
keywords and keyword phrases, usage of the right terms will
prevent the resume from landing in cyberspace, also known
as the black hole.” [11]. Keywords act as an attractor in job
searching. This research team predicts that by performing
analysis on the top keywords in leading job portals can be
better equipped in helping individuals find jobs and also aid
higher education institutions to tailor their curriculum.

Research in the field yields countless articles and publica-
tions that reference Data Science as a important discipline,
however as Marchionini referenced “... Data professionals
are much more like the creative classes of writers, artists,
composers, and architects. There are many shades of gray in
this profession” [9]. The discipline is evolving in the blink
of an eye, and skilled mathematicians, and developers are
helping shape this rapidly changing discipline. The system
of digital credentials is achievement based and can easily be
validated. Most are tied to industry standards, all which are
important factors in the recruitment process and guarantee to
hiring managers that the individual is qualified for the job.
For instance, IBM Open Badge Program [7] that offers both
Badges and Certifications in areas of significant contribution
to the discipline of Data Science, such as Python, etc.

In respect to cybersecurity, findings within the study suggest
that a combination of skills and certifications/badges are re-
quired in order to be successful at acquiring a leading position
within the field. Burning glass mentions “federal data shows
the number of post-secondary programs in key cybersecurity
areas has increased 33%, and the number of conferrals rose
44% between 2013-17. ” [12].

The ideal candidate should possess a combination of learned
skills and certifications which serve as the keywords sought out
by talent hunters. Having these types of skills and certifications
ensures a better success rate at acquiring a leading position
[15].

III. PROJECT REQUIREMENTS

This research creates a practical automated tool for Pace
Career Services to help students get the best job positions in
Software Engineering, Data Science, and Cybersecurity.

The workforce in new emerging technologies are using
disruptive approaches to win the best jobs, ones with high pay
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and with good work life balance. Upon researching the most
sought after skills, badges and certifications, the developed
prototype showcased real time analytics for highly valued
skills by the technology industry. The tool results in an output
that can be used immediately. This research acts as a guide
for recruiters to write more precise job description

The job portal sites listed in Table I are used by Seidenberg
Career Services to find jobs that are suitable for the technology
graduates with master’s degrees. Currently, the process is
manual in the Handshake software at Pace. The team will
explore well-known websites used in the labor market, such
as Indeed, USAjobs.gov to navigate job portal sites using
keywords to obtain trends, and popularity within the job
market.

TABLE I
TECH JOB PORTAL SITES USED BY CAREER SERVICES.

Dice Github RubyNow WITI
iCrunchData StackOverflow Mashable Uncubed
TechCareers F6s.com Hacker Noon Underdog
IEEE HireTechLadies WayUp Ripplematch
Jumpstart Censia CollegeRecruiter Gartner
NYCFinTecWomen Monster Indeed LinkedIn
Glassdoor USAJobs SimplyHired CareerBuilder

This research team wrote data harvesting code in Python to
capture data from job portals, to be used in Seidenberg Career
Service’s future job placement process. The code is inspired
by stackoverflow community of users.

IV. TECHNOLOGY SOLUTION AND METHODOLOGY

A. Process Flow And Architecture Diagram

The technology solution will perform data scraping through
a Python executable code in Google Colaboratory. The code
will scrap predetermined top keywords for each of the streams
of research against a predefined list of job portals. The Python
code will generate an output file in Excel format, which will
serve as the source file to further generate visuals, and tables
in Excel to highlight top keyword trends. Process flows and
architecture diagram of the technology solution are in the
appendix.

B. Agile Development Life cycle

The development methodology used was the Agile method-
ology since it allowed for flexibility to code, and test in an
iterative fashion. Due to time constraints, it was important to
have feedback from the client, early in the process to allow
for course correction and continuous improvement. Researcher
Christian Dawson describes the Agile methods as ”an ap-
proach to software development that reduces risk by delivering
software in short bursts or releases” [5]. Additionally, the
release of code early in the process allowed the team to
build a stronger relationship with the client, and introduce
job portals into the code that otherwise would have been
overlooked. Equally important, the iterative development and
manual testing approach allowed members of the team to
contribute in fine tuning the solution between releases, and

identify issues that required correction prior to the next code
release.

C. Scraping Utility

To effectively write executable code in Python through a
real time data analytic utility, a few libraries were imported,
these include: Request, Beautiful Soup and Selenium, these
are explained further under explanation of Research. For the
purpose of this research only a few sites were scrapped using
REST API offered by job portal. Here is the Git repository
location for some examples of the other relevant code [8].

V. EXPLANATION OF RESEARCH

The data extracts from leading job portals, and the de-
velopment of a supporting utility tool was achieved by the
implementation of a web scraping process and REST API in
Python programming language.

Definitions of Web scraping, REST API and challenges
were referenced from realpython.com, Wikipedia, robotframe-
work.org, and stackoverflow community.

Web scraping is the technique used to extract data displayed
by websites. This is performed by scraping the data from
the HTML code rendered by websites through sophisticated
web bots to track online activities with the use of web scrap-
ing software or libraries in programming languages, such as
Python etc. Robust web scraping projects allow businesses to
systemically extract data from websites, enabling staff’s time
be used more efficient rather than on manual and repetitive
data collection tasks. In addition to that, businesses can collect
data at greater volume than a single human could ever hope to
achieve. In present times, Web scraping is used to conduct real-
time research, for instance gather data on competitor pricing,
monitor marketing activity, and potential social trends by
analyzing hashtags. By downloading, cleaning and analysing
data at significant volume, stakeholders are able to build a
better picture of use case, which in turn will lead to strategic
business decision-making.

As interesting and luring as this seems, web scraping has its
own challenges. A few of those challenges encountered during
this research are:

• Bots Websites - these bots choose whether they will
allow web scrapers bots or not on their websites for
data scraping purpose. There are multiple websites that
actually do not allow automated web scraping. This is
mainly because, at most times these bots scrape data with
the intention of gaining competitive advantage and drain
the server resources of the website they are scraping from,
thus adversely affecting site performance.

• Captchas - The main purpose of captchas are to separate
humans from bots by displaying logical problems that
humans find easy to solve but making it difficult on the
bots. Their basic job is to keep spam away. In presence
of the captcha, basic scraping scripts will tend to fail, but
with new advancements, there are generally measures to
subsist these captchas, in an ethical manner.
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• Frequent Structural Changes - In order to keep up with the
advancements in User Interfact or User Experience, and
to add more features, websites undergo regular structural
changes. The web scrapers are specifically written with
respect to the code elements of the web page at the
point of setup, so frequent changes complicates the codes,
giving scrapers a hard time.

• Getting Banned - If a web scraper bot/software sends
multiple parallel requests per second, or a unnaturally
high number of requests, there is a good chance that
the user will cross the thin line of ethical and unethical
scraping and get flagged, ultimately being banned.

As an alternative to Web Scraping, API (Application Pro-
gramming Interface) is a set of procedures and communication
protocols that provide access to the data of an application,
operating system or other services. APIs give direct access to
the wanted data. REST or RESTful API design (Representa-
tional State Transfer) is designed to take advantage of existing
protocols. While REST can be used over nearly any protocol,
it usually takes advantage of HTTP when used for Web APIs,
and was used in this project for a few job portal sites.

There are three main types of APIs:
• Open APIs: Also known as Public API; there are no

restrictions to access these types of APIs because they
are publicly available.

• Partner APIs: User needs specific rights or licenses in
order to access this type of API because they are not
available to the public.

• Internal APIs: Also known as Private APIs, are exposed
by internal systems, which therefore is lesser known and
often meant for use inside the company.

A. Scraping Pre-requisite - Inspect Data Source

• Website Exploration and Analysis:
This step involved interacting with the site just like
any normal user would to understand its behavior. For
example, user could search for Software Developer jobs
in United States using the site’s native search interface.
This search will yield a list of jobs returned on the left
side, and there are more detailed descriptions about the
selected job on the right side. click on any of the jobs
on the left, the content on the right changes. The URL
in user’s browser’s address bar also changes.

• Decipher the Information in URLs:
A lot of information can be encoded in a URL. The web
scraping journey will be much easier if the user first
becomes familiar with how URLs work and what they
are made of.

– URL parts:
∗ The base URL represents the path to the search

functionality of the website. For example , when
base URL is https://www.simplyhired.com/search
then that implies that action is to search jobs on
Simply Hired.

∗ The query parameters represents additional
values that can be declared on the page.

For example, when query parameters are
q=“software+developer”&l=United+States then
that implies that job search is performed for
software developer jobs in united states.

Any job searched within this website will use the
same base URL. However, the query parameters will
change depending on what is being searched. Think
of it as query string that gets sent to the database to
retrieve specific records.
Query parameters generally consist of three things:
∗ Start(?): The beginning of the query parameters is

denoted by a question mark.
∗ Information(q): The pieces of information consti-

tuting one query parameter are encoded in key-
value pairs where related keys and values are
joined together by an equals sign (key=value).

∗ Separator(&): Every URL can have multiple query
parameters, which are separated from each other
by an ampersand.

• Inspect the Site Using Developer Tools:
Developer tools can help understand the structure of a
website. All modern browsers come with developer tools
installed. The structure will appear with clickable HTML
elements, which can be expanded, collapsed, and even
edited right in the browser.

• Identify TAG (HTML Element) that totals count in DOM
Inspect HTML tree to identify element providing counts
total in DOM.

B. Scraping using Python Libraries

There is a variety of libraries to use in Python, among those
are a few used for web scraping:

• Selenium: Selenium is a web testing library. It is pri-
marily used for testing but is also very useful for web
scraping. It is great for mimicking an actual browser,
since it actually uses a browser. It is able to activate
JavaScript on a ’GET’ request, and it is also very hard to
detect as a bot as it seems more “natural” to bot detection.

• Beautiful Soup and Requests: Beautiful Soup and Re-
quests are Python packages used for parsing HTML,XML
documents and activate JavaScript .

In this fast-changing technology world, the Requests Library
is not enough to scrape all website. Some sites use JavaScript
or AJAX to serve content. For instance, the site might wait
until the user scrolls down on the page, or click a button before
loading certain content. The same behavior was observed by
other job portals such as Dice, Careerbuilder, Gartner, FlexJobs
requiring more powerful solution to scrape dynamic content.
As a result, Selenium Python library helped in scraping all
such sites. Selenium is a slimmed-down browser that executes
the JavaScript code before passing on the rendered HTML
response to the script. This involves the creation of a headless
chrome browser and navigated to job portal site.

Apart from that, some websites use dynamic scripting tech-
niques to load elements at different time intervals. Selenium
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Python library provides explicit waits, used to solve this issue.
Waiting provides some slack between actions performed.

C. Scraping using REST API

Web scraping is much more customizable, complex and is
not governed by any set rule, however the field of web scrap-
ing by inspecting websites faces technical issues frequently
such as proxies, IP Address blocks, CAPTCHAs, resulting in
continuous maintenance of the product/code. Apart from that,
there is always risk of change in the underlying structure of
web site which in turn could prevent the execution of utility.
In considering these risks and potential impact to businesses
many companies are offering public APIs for developers to
extract data via Access Key and ID. An API – application
programming interface – is an intermediary that allows one
software to talk to another software.

Drawbacks of REST API as highlighted by multiple Blogs:
• Not all data is available via API
• Not all websites provide a web scraping API
• Rate limiting to 10 to 1000 request per day mostly.

Any more continuous hits would require costly agreement
getting signed between API user and website owner

D. Analysis of Python Output File

When the Python code is executed in Google Colaboratory,
it will generate a output file in MS Excel (xlsx). Output file as
Excel, is further utilized within the application to generate a
dashboard to visualize the trends being generated by the code.
The Excel static file with filename “PortalCountsfor ‘Stream’”,
will contain five different Excel worksheets for each of the
streams of research. Utilizing the Cybersecurity stream as an
example, these worksheets include the following:

• SkillsAnalysis: reflects counts for the top keywords for
the field of cybersecurity, which was predetermined by
the research team.

• CyberSecurityBCAnalysis: reflects counts for top badges
and certifications identified as keywords for the field of
cybersecurity.

• CyberSecurityPositionsAnalysis: reflects counts for a pre-
determined list of job positions identified for the stream.

Utilizing the counts from the above ”PositionAnalysis”,
Python code will dynamically select the top three job posi-
tions, and further break these into additional worksheets.

From the research gathered, Visuals are a crucial part of
the delivery process and in order to highlight the meaningful
insights found, included were charts and diagrams to best
highlight the top counts of the keywords for each of the
streams of research, referred to under findings in section six.

VI. FINDINGS

Creation of this prototype tool for PACE’s needs as it works
to secure good jobs for the future helped find out extensive
details of data harvesting and pre-processing that would have
not been discovered if an actual hands-on working model had
not been made that was effective for the real client.

A. Scraping API Non Availability

Not every site has (or wants) to invest the developer time
in creating APIs.Some challenges that exist in building API’s
is that sites may just not want to be able to develop their own
APIs, or may not have the capacity to support or maintain
them.

Moreover, APIs can be a great way to gather data quickly,
they’re just not reliable and available at all times. During this
research, this behavior was observed for job portals as well.

CareerBuilder REST API is Private and not public. Monster
REST API - For partners. Information is not publicly available
for project work or for freelancers.

Glassdoor REST API - Get insights of job analysis is
currently closed.

Dice - Talent Public API - API for contracts. Not open to
Public.

B. Scraping Risks

The following Risks highlighted below are examples found
by other researchers, and discussed on blogs such as Scrape-
hero.com, blog.radware.com, codementor.io, and Cequence.ai.
They also appear throughout the Stack Overflow community.

1) Getting rejected or throttled by sites: This has been
observed that if the user were to do a get request to multiple
links at once, it is likely that the user’s IP address will get
blocked, or user’ll have a slow connection. Those things leave
no other option than writing a script that browses the website
like a human would, clicking through jobs listings, without
raising a lot of eyebrows on web site’s servers.

2) Abuse and cyber-attacks: The process of web scraping
includes siphoning website data into a database, where it can
be analyzed or re-purposed for the web scraper’s own website.
Web scraping is used for legitimate purposes like accruing
weather data, real estate listings etc. Although a great number
of companies use web scrapers, such tools pose a danger to
the companies websites that are scraped. If those databases are
compromised, malicious actors can effortlessly steal sensitive
information.

C. Scraping Tools On Market

It can be difficult to build a web scraper for people that
don’t have experience coding, and has its own disadvantages.
There are popular web scraping tools, ranging from open-
source libraries to browser extension to desktop software.
There are many free web scraping tools available on the web,
one of the top tools recommended in the field is Octoparese
(https://www.octoparse.com/). Octoparse is a free for life SaaS
web data platform. User can use to scrape web data and
turns unstructured or semi-structured data from websites into
a structured data set.

D. Visualizations

The job search results are presented in a series of tables and
graphs according to different positions. The Keywords column,
lists the skills per job and is dynamic across all the tables.
Keywords with the highest number of occurrence will appear
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at the top of the table and those with the least number of data
counts will appear at the bottom. The top 10 job counts are
highlighted to show the skills, job positions, and certifications
that are in high demand. Additionally, the graphs highlight the
job positions with higher skill volumes across the popular job
markets in the United States.

VII. BEST PRACTICES

In the course of this research, multiple challenges were
encountered during the coding phase. Luckily there were
best practices identified for data scraping which were highly
recommended and helpful in this research. A few of these best
practices, summarized below, were obtained from blogs such
as 1) binaryfolks.com, 2) www.octoparse.com, etc.

A. Do not hit the servers too frequently

Some websites will have the frequency interval specified
for crawlers. If user are hitting at a constant interval then it
creates huge traffic on the server-side, and it may crash or fail
to serve other requests.

B. Do not follow the same crawling pattern

Now, multiple websites use anti-scraping technologies, so
it’s easy for them to detect an automated program if it’s
crawling in the same pattern. Changing the scraping pattern
gives impression as a human and not bot.

C. Scrape during off-peak hours

Off-peak hours are suitable for bots/crawlers as the traffic
on the website is considerably less.This also helps to improve
the crawling rate and avoid the extra load from requests.

VIII. FUTURE WORK

This research shows that taking a data scientists’ view of
Artificial Intelligence [14] and applying it to Seidenberg’s
Career Services can be beneficial by reducing the time wasted
by automated tasks. Some of the future work recommended
on this topic is:

• Currently research is conducted for strict search of key-
words on portals that is keyword in quotes. This research
could be enhanced to perform wildcard searches on
portals using Python libraries.

• Additionally, Keywords in the input file of the utility uses
keywords from internet resources or popularly known
skills/positions and badges. This could be enhanced to
get this list from the Dean of respective streams in PACE
which will help authenticate curriculum as well.

IX. CONCLUSION

Across industries and functions, the demand for Software
Engineer, Data Science, and Cybersecurity job positions have
been rising steadily over the years. As businesses respond to
the uncharted waters of a pandemic-disrupted economy and
prepare for the future, these positions have become even more
essential. The Data Scraping Utility collects data from popular
job portals and consolidates them into exportable files that are
easy to interpret and navigate. Visualizations will facilitate end

users by easily identifying positions that list the skills and
certifications/badges in high demand. This intuitive platform
will help Pace students and job seekers make data-driven
decisions when it comes to the next steps in their academic
and career journey. In using the Utility Solution, students will
gain a competitive edge in the job market by being aware of
the current trends in the IT sector. Whether one is deciding
to pursue a first time career in Software Engineering, Data
Science or Cybersecurity, or refine their skills in these fields
by furthering their academic degree, this platform will both
assist individuals and enhance the hunt in making the best
decision when it comes to the IT job market place.
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APPENDIX

A. Architecture And Process Flow Diagram

The following two images are referenced in this paper
earlier in the Methodology Section.
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Fig. 6. Technology Solution - Architecture Diagram.

Fig. 7. Technology Solution - High Level Process Flow.
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